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Subject: Boeing Comments on IALPA VHF Channel Labeling Proposal

Specific Comments

1. Any new VHF channel labeling concept to be considered should only address the new VDL
Mode 3 functions.  The DSB-AM and Mode 2 channels do not require any new identification.

 
2. It is not appropriate to reopen the issue of identification of existing 25 kHz or 8.33 kHz VHF

DSB-AM communication channels.  The airline industry is now in the middle of a large
retrofit and new production effort to install 8.33 kHz capable transceivers and control panels
for all airplanes that operate in the upper level airspace sectors of Europe.  To suggest that the
labeling of these functions be reopened at this time is absurd.

3. In addition to the technical challenges of new channel naming, consideration should be given
to the ground automation, human factors, and the publication problems of any new channel
labeling scheme.

4. Any channels that are currently in the VHF navigation band that are being considered for
future communications applications should have an identical naming convention to the
existing 25 kHz and 8.33 kHz communications channels.

5. Unless significant justification is found for doing otherwise, Mode 3 channel naming should
be consistent with naming for other VHF Communications channels.

6. The ICAO AMCP and its working group(s) should evaluate all new channel naming
conventions from a technical feasibility, pilot workload, publication, and aircraft operator
economics/cost perspective.

Human Factors Considerations for VHF Communications Channel Identification

Channel labeling for 25KHz and 8.333KHz spacing is well-established and should work
satisfactorily.  The issue is how best to incorporate VDL Mode 3 functions which will provide 4
channels per 25KHz-spaced frequency throughout the range.  It doesn't take higher math to figure
out that, if the current number of "frequency" digits are used, there will not be enough numbers to
go around to provide a unique identity for each frequency and channel.  So, how do we deal with
it?
Is it really necessary to have a pseudo-frequency or channel number assigned to each



transmission channel/mode?  Would the identification "122.575, Mode 3, Slot B" not be
adequate?  In what circumstances would it not be adequate?  Well, it would certainly increase the
workload for controllers and pilots who have to voice the identity.  It might even lead to more
errors in the voice environment, although I do not believe that this is a foregone conclusion.  If
the data were sent on a link, presumably it would take more bits to describe the identity this way
than if it were simply channel "02945".  It would also necessitate some complex function
selection design and, to satisfy human factors requirements, extra display digits for slot
identification.  I can see that a mode select switch with selections something like
"A/2/3A/3B/3C/3D" would allow all necessary selections for each 25KHz-spaced frequency.
You might not even need the "2" if the current method of dialing round to "DATA" were
retained.  Of course, there would be a problem if the aircraft were assigned two different slots on
the same Mode 3 frequency.  The data link slot might be automatically assigned, but it would not
be possible to select two different voice slots on a single frequency, if such an arrangement is
envisioned, with only one "tuning" head.  This limitation would exist regardless of whether the
selection is achieved using channel numbers or frequencies and modes.

Other than the need to transition to a new control/display strategy with the associated
hardware/software changes and the pilot/maintenance/controller training involved, there is really
nothing wrong with channel numbers.  TACAN has always used channel numbers, and most
military pilots and controllers will have used pre-tuned channels in one aircraft or another.  The
pilot really does not need to know the frequency unless the selection provides a function
incapable of giving the communications performance desired (e.g. wants HF but tunes VHF).
Unfortunately, the added complexity of the various VDL modes and of the use of both voice and
data link makes selection by channels more problematical.  In the proposed channel numbering
scheme, there is nothing to tell the pilot the type of function being selected.  If he is told to
contact center on 0378, he cannot know intuitively if he's meant to use voice on Mode A or 3 or
data link on Mode 2 or 3.  Procedures, either totally within the cockpit or jointly between pilot
and controller, could clarify the situation, but I do not believe that such complexity and doubt
should be built in.  Lack of knowledge of selected function would contribute to the pilot's lack of
situational awareness.  It would be difficult intuitively to cross-check the validity of what he
heard/read as an instruction for channel change.  He might know that the environment in which
he is operating uses 8.33KHz spacing, but a single digit change might select the same frequency
at 25KHz spacing and interfere with two or four adjacent channels.  This could also happen in
the current 25/8.33 control heads, but at least the pilot can identify the differently spaced
channels simply by knowing that the 25KHz-spaced ones all end in 00, 25, 50 or 75.

I do not believe that a channel identification strategy should be defined until such time as detailed
information is available about the potential use of the various channels.  Once again, we are
being asked to define technology before the operational concept is thought out.  I feel sure that
there are better ways to skin this particular cat than the method I have described and the method
in the paper under review.  However, the best solution from an operational utility and human
factors point of view might prove to be unacceptably costly for some operators.  We need to
consider all the angles, not just what appears to be a slick method of uniquely identifying 9000+
channels.




